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Westinghouse developments will send words and pictures millions of miles from spacecraft to spacecraft
A beam of modulated light extending into
the ultraviolet will some day carry mes-
sages, even TV pictures, from one space-
craft to another, or from a spacecraft to a
satellite, across the vastness of outer space.
This beam will travel 50 million miles with
a single watt of transmitted power. It will
be so concentrated that interception or
jamming will be virtually impossible. A
transmitter about the size of a hatbox will
send messages farther than a conventional
radio transmitter as big as a steamer trunk.
How soon will it be ready? Westinghouse
has already demonstrated its feasibility in
the laboratory.
Learn more about the diverse and chal-
lenging space age research and develop-
ment projects at Westinghouse, an equal
opportunity employer. Talk with the West-
inghouse representative when he visits
you ream pus, or write L.H.
Noggle, Westinghouse
Educational Department,
Ardmore Boulevard and
Brinton Road, Pittsburgh
21, Pa. You can be sure
... if it's Westinghouse.
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Holding the line . . . for a richer harvest
Boll weevil, codling moth, leaf rollers, tlirips and beetles . . . these are only a few of the thousands
of insects that chew up millions of dollars worth of farm crops each year. Fortunately, however,
they are no match for a new Union Carbide product called Sevin insecticide. In the United States
and many other countries, the use of Sevin has already saved such staple crops as cotton, corn,
fruits and vegetables from destruction by ravaging insects. You can now get Sevin insecticide for
your own garden as part of the complete line of handy Eveready garden products that help you grow
healthy vegetables and flowers. Sevin comes from years of research in Union Carbide laboratories
and at an experimental farm in North Carolina where scientists- prove out their latest agricultural
chemicals. This is only one area in which chemicals from Union Carbide help improve everyday
living. The people of Union Carbide are constantly at work searching for better products
that will meet the needs of the future.
A HAND IN THINGS TO COME
UNION
CARBIDE
IjOOK. for these famou!; Union Carbide products—Sevin Insecticide, Eveready Garden ^^^
Chemiccds, "6-12" Insect KepcUcnt, Linde Synt/ietic Emeralds and Stars, Pre.stone Car Care Products.
Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Auenue, New York 17,N.Y. In Canada, Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.
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Atomic po^ver for outer space
Monsanto ... a world leader in chemicals, plastics and
petroleum products . . . has also taken a giant step into
the atomic space age. Now broadcasting signals from
space is a Transit satellite transmitter, powered by an
"atomic generator." This long-lived power source is
fueled with plutonium 238 processed and encapsulated
at Mound Laboratory, which Monsanto Research
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Monsanto,
operates for the Atomic Energy Commission.
This achievement is important to you because it suggests
the kind of future the Monsanto family offers the young
engineer of exceptional promise. You'll be joining a
company that's ready anti able to move vigorously in-
to new fields. And that means plenty of growing room
for you . . . ever-expanding opportunity as your pro-
fessional interests broaden.
See your Placement Director to arrange an interview
when we visit your campus
soon. Or write toda\' tor our
new brochure, "You, Your
Career and Monsanto," to
Professional Kmplo\ment
Manager, Department I'M-5,
Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri.
ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED. COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN
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Less and Less
about
More and More
Definition of an Engineer: One who learns more and more about less
and less until he knows everything about nothing.
Herbert Hoover would no doubt disagree with this definition (See page 21).
TECHNOGRAPH certainly disagrees, and to disprove this definition here is less
and less about more and more unlij you know nothing about everything.
ISPE-MSPE Convention
"Meet me in St. Louis" is the theme of this year's
combined Illinois-Missouri Professional Engineers 1963
Joint Convention, May 3-4, 1963, at the Sheraton Jeffer-
son Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri. Student ISPE members
should write E. W. Markvvardt, P.O. Box 81, Belle-
ville, Illinois, for information and pre-registration forms.
Faculty members are encouraging all students to attend
if possible.
FREE-100 Page Design Manual
TECHNOGRAPH has made special arrangements
with the American Sprocket Chain Manufacturers Associ-
ation for our readers to receive a free copy of the "De-
sign Manual of Roller and Silent Chain Drives." This
100 page, hard-cover, 8^>xll inch book is the only au-
thoritative source of this design data. ... A "must"
for M.E.'s and Ag students.
Included in its contents are: Horsepower Chart and
Rating Tables; Application of Chain Drive Design to a
Specific Problem; Silent Chain Horsepower Rating
Tables per Inch of Chain Width ; Sprocket Design
;
Standard Keys and Keyways.
To get your free copv, just write a brief note to
TECH, 215 C.E.H., or telephone 333-1568 (2-5 Mon.
or Wed.), TECH will order the book, and it can be
picked up in about ten days.
Technical Writing Books and Articles
A "must" for woidd-be technical writers is a new
book TECHNICAL WRITING by Richard Smith.
This $1.25, 175 page book is one of the "College Out-
line Series." It is available at the campus book stores,
or it can be obtained from the publisher—Barnes and
Noble, Inc. The book covers the preparation of manuals,
reports, proposals, and articles for both industry and
government. The text covers the functions of the techni-
cal writer ; technical writing style
;
preliminary steps ; the
technical manual, report, proposal, and article; the duties
of a technical editor ; writing the technical film ; techni-
cal advertising and publicity ; the mechanics of the trade
and the future of technical writing. A self-testing section
is included to be used before and after studying the text.
Potential technical writers will also be interested in
an article in the May issue of Electronics World. "Are
You a Potential Electronics Technical Writer" by Cyrus
Clickstem discusses the background for technical writing;
military, commercial, and general technical writing and
the advantages and disadvantages of each ; military writer
grades; and technical writing jobs.
Illinois Fifth in Total Number of Engineers
Fifty two thousand (52.000) engineers (an increase
of 35% since 1950) are employed in the state of Illinois
to place it fifth in the nation. California is first with
124,700 (147% increase over 1950); New York is sec-
ond with 86,700 (43% increase) ; Ohio and Pennsyl-
vania are next in line with 54,900 (47% increase) and
53,300 (37% increase) engineers employed. The total
rise in engineering employment since 1950 represents an
increase four times the growth of total employment and
nine timees the growth in male employment.
1957 Engineering Graduate Salaries
Engineering graduates of the University of Illinois'
class of 1957 have increased their salaries 62% in slight-
ly more than five \ears. The average starting salary was
$477 a month in 1957, and after five years they now earn
an average of $771. Aeronautical engineers with B.S. de-
grees began highest in 1957 at $505 a month. Toda\
these men average $812 but are topped by the electrical
engineers who started at $487 and now get $857, and by
engineering physicists, who started at $4h4 and now aver-
age $'550.
Science and Engineering Weekend May 10-11
Don't forget to mark these dates on your calendar.
For the first time Science and Engineering weekend will
be presented by the joint efforts of the following groups:
Engineering Open House; Illinois Junior Academy of
Science; The 11th Annual Junior Engineering Techni-
cal Society Exposition ; and the Veterinary ^ledicine
Open House. For a full program of events see the March
issue of TECHNOGRAPH. Extra copies can be ob-
tained b\ writing TECH and enclosing 25 cents per copy.
Gary Daymen
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Exploration of the universe by spacecraft capable of safely
transporting men takes vast down-to-earth preparation.
That's why Douglas is now building the nation's most
modern research and development facility on a 245 acre
site in Huntington Beach, California. The Douglas Space
Systems Center will include a space simulation chamber 39
feet in diameter, capable of housing a complete manned
spacecraft. Supplementing this will be a complex of special-
ized research laboratories. Here, manned space systems will
MAN-RATED SPACECRAFT '^ 7 :' ," " '"rrinsimilar to those which will
...A STIMULATING AREA FOR CREATIVE ENGINEERS exist on orbital, lunar and
interplanetary missions, n Douglas understanding of space
problems is a direct result of booster experience and manned
vehicle experience with high performance military aircraft.
If you are seeking a stimulating career in the thick of the
most vital programs of today and tomorrow, we invite yovi
to contact us. Write to Mr. S. A. Amestoy,
Douglas Aircraft Company, 3000 Ocean Park
Blvd., Santa Monica, California, Box OOUCLAS^
600-M. Douglas is an equal opportunity employer
/
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If you want to specialize in data processing
,
YOU SHOULD BE AT COLLINS
Why? Because Collins is taking an entirely new approach
— the Microprogramming Technique— to computer
design. We're using this technique in combining com-
munication functions— message switching, priority
routing, data transmission and conversion— with con-
ventional computer data processing applications. This
new Collins concept of what a computer can do opens
up a whole new field of programming and design. You'll
be able to experiment and explore. You'll have the
opportunity to actually participate in logical design.
You'll be looking for new ways to use this computer
system, new applications in which it can be used, new
product development ideas. Talk about ground floor
oppormnities! We've already sold and are installing
these systems in airline and railroad communication
networks. But the surface has just been scratched. If
you have the qualifications listed at right, we'd like to
talk with you. Check with your placement office or write
the Collins engineering center nearest you.
A degree in E.E., Math or
Business Administration —
and a desire to be a
data processing specialist
-
will equip you to take
advantage of these
ground floor opportunities
Send your reply to:
E, D. Montano
Information Science Center
Collins Radio Company
Newport Beach, California
L. R. Nuss
Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
C. P. Nelson
Collins Radio Company
Dallas, Texas
An equal opportunity employer
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Life support for 14 days in space
The NASA-McDmuicll Project Gemini is the major link
between Project Mercury and Project Apollo (this
nation's first flight to the moon). It will give our space
effort vital information on prolonged spaceflight effects
and will also be used to test space rendezvous techniques.
Gemini's advanced environmental system will keep the
spacecraft's two astronauts comfortable for two weeks of
continuous orbital flight. Garrett-AiResearch builds the
system that ])rovides a breathable atmosphere. ]iressuri-
zation. temjierature control, ventilation and atmosphere
purification in the two-man spacecraft and in both
astronauts' suits for the entire flight. AiHesearch also
sup|)lies the su|)ercrilical cryogenic oxvgen and hvdrogen
tankage system for the spacecraft's fuel cell power su|iply.
This is but one more example of Garrett's proved capa-
bility in the design and production of vital systems and
their components for s|)acrcrafl. missile, aircraft, elec-
tronic, nuclear and industrial a|)|)licalions.
for further information about the nianv interesting
project areas and career opportunities at The Garrett
Corporation, w rite to Mr. G. D. iiradiey in I.os Angeles.
(Jarrett is an equal (qipcutuuitv enq)loyer.
THE GARRETT CORPORATION • AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions • Los Angeles 9.
California • Phoenix, Arizona • other divisions and subsidiaries: Airsupply-Aero Engineer-
ing • AiResearch Aviation Service • Garrett Supply • Air Cruisers • AiResearch Industrial
• Garrett Manufacturing Limited • Garrett International S. A. • Garrett (Japan) Limited
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The Dean's Page . . .
CO-OPERATIVE WORK-STUDY
PROGRAMS IN ENGINEERING
by Dean DAVID R. OPPERMAN
There have been two co-operative
work-study programs between industry
and the College of Engineering at the
University of Illinois since 1956 which
have involved a limited number of stu-
dents. In recent months there has been
a renewed interest in co-op programs on
the part of industry, and as a result the
University of Illinois is expanding its
program. One additional company has
joined in the program and negotiations
are under wa\' with two other com-
panies.
Co-operative work-study programs al-
ternate periods of study in formal col-
lege courses with periods of work ex-
perience in industry. Co-op programs
are not at all new and certain schools,
such as the University of Cincinnati,
emphasize co-op programs for the entire
student body. Two other large mid-
western schools with extensive co-op
programs are Northwestern University
in Evanston, Illinois, and Purdue Uni-
versity at West Lafayette, Indiana.
Approximately 25 undergraduate en-
gineers at Illinois are presently on co-
op programs with industry. Because of
the expansion of the program it appears
that there will be an opportunity for
double that number of students to be on
co-op programs during the 1963-64
school year. Students who are interest-
ed in beginning a program of work and
study with industry should start making
plans immediately since selections for
co-op programs are generally made sev-
eral months ahead of the time that the
student enters his industrial work pe-
riod.
There are opportunities for high
school students to enter a co-op pro-
gram as well as for students who are
currently enrolled in engineering. A
typical work-study program will have
the student complete his freshman year
at college before he enters his period of
practical work experience in industry.
I'^ollowing his first work experience he
will return to school and then alter-
nate periods of work and study until
his senior year of college studies. Gen-
erally the senior year is spent at the uni-
versity and the student will recei\'e his
bachelor of science degree at the con-
clusion of that year of study. Two typi-
cal plans for alternating work and study
are shown in the accompanying illus-
tration.
Most co-op programs are flexible
within certain limits. Commitments are
not binding and can be adjusted to fit
the needs of the students or of industry.
However, it is hoped that students who
enter a co-op program will follow their
original curriculum and schedule of
studies and work experience as nearly as
possible. Since the industrial firms try
to keep approximately equal numbers of
students in school and at the plant
simultaneously, it is apparent that
wholesale shifts of schedules could easily
disrupt the ability of the company to
schedule a meaningful work experience.
The work experience ordinarily involves
a system of rotation between the various
facets of the company's operations so
that both the company and the student
can become familiar with each other.
Students often wonder whether or not
it is wise to enter a cooperative work-
study program with an industrial firm.
There are many advantages to such
an arrangement as well as certain dis-
advantages. The final decision will have
to be made b\' the individual student
based upon his own personal circum-
stances.
One of the more obvious advantages
to the student is that he gains practical
work experience during the time that he
is studying engineering in college. The
theoretical material that the student
learns in the classroom may be applied
during his industrial experience. In ad-
dition, the student receives valuable
counseling and challenging job assign-
ments that will help him plan his future
career in engineering.
Salaries paid to students during their
work periods are substantial. The Mc-
Donald Aircraft Corporation estimates
that students on their co-op program
may earn as much as $8,000 during the
five years that they are on the program.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration co-op program gives
their students progressive salary in-
creases up to a maximum of $.i80 per
month during the final work experience
period. The money that the student
earns during these periods of time can
be used to help finance his education.
The co-op program guarantees certain
periods of employment for the student
during his education thereby releasing
him from the burden of finding a job in
iudustr>- each summer or remaining un-
employed.
The educational experience that the
student receives becomes more meaning-
ful through his association with prac-
ticing engineers in industry during his
college years. The student gains a feel-
ing for his profession by witnessing it
in action. To a certain degree, the stu-
dent gets started on his professional ca-
reer even before he receives his bacca-
laureate degree. These kinds of experi-
ences can enrich college studies so that
the graduate of a co-op program is in a
position to be more useful to the com-
pany for which he goes to work.
The advantages enumerated above are
offset by a number of disadvantages.
Perhaps the most significant disadvan-
tage is that the co-op student is limited
in his extra curricula activities which
form an important part of the learning
experience during the college years. It
would be most difficult for a co-op stu-
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liiMir ti) piuriclpato in acl\ :muti1 ROTC
tiaining or .student tours abroacl siiicf
he would not have summers available
tor these activities. In addition, other
acti\ities such as glee club, university
theatre, \arsity athletics, student socie-
ties, etc., lose their continuity lor the
student if he is constantl\- alternating his
period of attendance at the university.
The co-op student loses time toward
graduation which can be of considerable
economic importance. The average start-
ing salary of a graduate engineer is now
approximate]},- $b()0 per month. The sal-
ar> earned during the employment pe-
riods in a co-op program shouKl be
weighed against the salar\- lost b\- de-
laying graduation.
Students often ask wh\ companies de-
sire to establish co-op programs with the
universities. Probably the most signifi-
cant reason for establishing a co-op pro-
gram is that it gives the company an
opportunity to look over a future em-
ployee.
The program establishes a certain re-
latioiisliip between the student and the
company which many times will result
in the student seeking employment with
the company after graduation even
though no sucli binding commitment is
demanded of a co-op student. Some com-
panies estimate that they spend at least
$2,000 to recruit each engineer that they
hire. An effecti\e co-op program can
save an industrial lirni many thousands
of dollars over a period of time if the
company is not forced to recruit on the
open market.
.Most industrial firms recogiii/e a cer-
tain obligation to assist education. This
assistance may take the form of scholar-
ships, financial grants to institutions, re-
search grants, or, it nia\- take the form
of direct financial aid to students
through a cooperative work-study pro-
gram. There are certain numbers of stu-
dents who would not be able to attend
college if the\- were not guaranteed em-
ployment during their college years. A
cooperative work-study program assists
students to finance their education by in-
terspersing it with periods of employ-
ment and practical work experience in
industry.
At present, three emplo\ers have ac-
ti\e cooperati\e work-study programs
with the College of Engineering at the
L'ni\ersit\- of Illinois. They are the
Rock Island .Arsenal at Rock Island,
Illinois, the McDonald Aircraft Cor-
poration at St. Louis, Missouri, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration Test Facility at Edwards
Air Force Base, Edwards, California.
Since each of these groups is located in
an area where students can continue
their education through night school
classes, extension courses, or by corres-
pondence, they encourage students to
continue their academic work on a part
time basis during their emplo\nient pe-
riods. The courses taken, if properK
chosen, can be used toward the bachelor
of science degree at the University of
Illinois and can help the student lighten
his academic schedule.
There are no special qualifications for
entering a C(ioperati\e work-study |)ro-
gram except that most companies prefer
that the student be unmarried and in
the upper half of his college class. The
companies usually prefer to select their
high school participants from the top 10
or 15% of the high school graduating
class. The students are ne\er asked to
sign any binding commitments to remain
on the co-op program for a specified pe-
riod of time nor are they in any way
obligated to go to work for the company
after graduation. Women are equally as
welcome as men to participate in a co-op
work-study program.
Students wishing to secure additional
information concerning the cooperative
work-study programs at the University
of Illinois may write to an\ of the fol-
lowing people:
.Mr. G. H. .Nickel 1
I'. S. Army
Rock Island Arsenal
Rock Island, Illinois
Mr. Scott King
Training Department
.McDonald Aircraft Corporation
Box 516
St. Louis 66, Missouri
Mr. Gerard W. Herbert
Training GfKcer
.N.AS.A Flitrht Research Center
]5ox 273
Edwards, California
Aiiditional information ami applica-
tion blanks concerning these programs
may be obtained from the Office of the
Associate Dean, ]^)^ Civil Engineering
Hall.
A TYPICAL V.'ORK- STUDY PROGRAM
PLAN A
2 n:J> 1
<:
Missed A.F.R.O.T.C.?
Go A.F.O.T.S.!
These letters stand for Air Force Officer Train-
ing School—the gateway to an Air Force career
for ambitious college men who didn't have the
chance to enroll in AFROTC.
OTS is a tough course. But it's a great oppor-
tunity—one that may not always be available.
If you're within 210 days of graduation, we
welcome your application now. We can't guar-
antee that we'll be able to in a year.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on
the Aerospace Team. You'll be serving your
country while you get a flying headstart or
an exciting career.
The U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of every
vital new technological breakthrough of the
Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's
most advanced research and development
programs—and you can be part of it.
OTS is open to both men and women. For
information, see your local recruiter.
U.S. Air Force
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. . . to Find Fresh Proof
of Life in Space
Few scientists expect that in tlie near
future we shall make contact with in-
telligent life outside the earth, whether
Martians or civilizations light years dis-
tant beyond the solar system. What is
being sought at the moment is simply
chemical or biological evidence—beyond
what we already may ha\e—that life
exists or has existed outside the earth.
Discovery of such evidence could come
with startling speed, for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) plans to make space probes of
Mars very soon. Perhaps, before long,
"puppet laboratories" can radio back
their findings. It may be possible to re-
trieve samples of matter from Mars or
elsewhere before the first manned flight.
Thus it becomes urgent to decide how
to identify extraterrestial life—either to
settle upon the best existing methods or
develop new ones.
Several years ago, after studying hy-
drocarbons in crude oil and soils and
livings things. Dr. Warren G. Meis-
chein, chief investigator in the NASA
project, proposed that certain alkanes
(complex, saturated lucirocarbons ap-
pearing in all these materials) are prod-
ucts of life. At that time he suggested
using alkanes to investigate the exist-
ence of very ancient life on earth.
Instead, however, in 1961 alkaties
were employed to discover the first sci-
entific indication that life exists or has
existed in space. It was proven that cer-
tain molecules withiji the core of the ()r-
guiel meteorite resembled molecules
made by living things on earth, a strong
[indication that hydrocarbons within the
[meteorite were also products of life.
Later that year, microfossils of types un-
known on earth were found within the
same meteorite. Most resembled in gen-
eral appearance, but not in structural
detail, certain microfossils gathered from
sediments throughout the world. The
contents of the meteorite are still being
widely investigated and their signifi-
cance argued.
Perhaps these investigations, even be-
fore other material from space can be
analyzed, may establish that life exists
there. In any case, meteorite studies are
an important preparatory school for
space. The methods and techniques de-
veloped while analyzing meteorites may
be applied to investigations of Mars,
other planets, and the moon. It may not
be necessarv' to capture living organisms
or even fossils in order to demonstrate
that life has established itself on Mars.
Molecules of biological origin, such as
the alkanes, may be the best evidence of
the prior existence of life anywhere. The
fact that molecules are invisible to the
naked eye and must be investigated by
instruments even has certain advantages.
Modern instruments can define the
structm'e of complex molecules with
greater precision than the most objective
observer can describe what he sees.
Molecules produced by living things
are far more widely distributed than
microfossils. They are also more stable
anil thus more reliable. Even the fossil-
ized remains of organisms decay, pass-
ing, as Sheakespeare said, "through na-
ture to eternity." But einoute, as the
oil industry has learned, living things
form compounds which may long outl.ist
them. Sediments, the beds of ancient
seas, once held primitive life that has
long since vanished without a trace
other than the enduring oil.
Dr. Meischein believes that the al-
kanes are probablv the most widely dis-
tributed, the easiest to isolate, and the
best preserved products of life, on this
or other planets. Thus they may offer
the best basis for comparison. The
NASA project will make it possible to
gather additional information about
them.
More than one hundred leading
American scientists, after an extensive
study last year of the nation's space pro-
gram, urged that finding life in space
should become the first objective. The
same group also observed that "chemi-
cal principles presumably hold good in
all locales." In other words, whatever
course life may have taken elsewhere,
its beginning everywhere is probably
much the same.
It is not inconceivable that the two
greatest of mysteries—how life began
and how widespread it may be—are to
be solved not separately but together.
1 he subject is of such magnitude and
carries such philosophical and theological
significance as to inspire an almost re-
ligious awe among scientists concerned.
A discovery of life in outer space, sup-
porting the meteorite investigations of
1961, would only confirm what many
scientists now consider likely—that the
whole universe is one vast laboratory of
life. Kven now we should conduct our-
selves circumspectly, taking great care,
for example, neither to contaminate
Mars with earthly bacteria jior to bring
back alien bacteria— remembering that
the universe mav not be our laboratorv
alone.
Edited from the LAMP, puhlishid by
Stiiiuliird Oil (joniptiny nf Ncn' Jrrsey,
Sfriny. W63.
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INTERCOOLER PRIMARY COMBUSTOR
FUEL CONTROL
OIL SUMP AND LUBE PUMPS
ACCESSORY DRIVE P.TO PADS
ONDARY
BUSTOR
POWER TURBINE
REDUCTION GEAR BOX
THE 705
FUTURISTIC CAS TURBINE
The latest dexelopnient in gas tur-
bine engines was displayed several weeks
ago by the Ford Motor Company. The
600-horse-povver supercharged gas tur-
bine was developed under a joint Army-
Navy contract and is presently under-
going operational tests.
The luiique feature of this new. com-
paratively light weight engine is super-
charging, accomplished with two stages
of compression. This allows the engine
to use less air, maintain excellent fuel
economy throughout its operating range,
and employ smaller parts running at
high speeds. This principle has always
been considered by turbine engineers as
difficult to accomplish and has never
been attempted by any manufacturer in
an engine under the 5,000-hp size. One
part, the compressor, spins at 73,500
rpm, rotating the blade tips at super-
sonic speeds.
Problems such as this lead engineers
to claim that without the aid of modern,
advanced digital and analog computer
techniques, they woidd not have been
able to solve the complex aerodynamic
and control problems encovmtered in this
unique design.
IVIodel 7U5, the name gi\en the en-
gine, is designed to meet the military's
ever-increasing demands for a light, com-
pact, low-fuel consumption engine, and
particularly for one capable of consum-
ing many types of fuels.
The Navy's requirements for an ad-
vanced gas turbine were based on the
needs of future surface antisubmarine
warfare craft, hydrofoils, hydroskim-
mers, minesweepers, and amphibious ve-
hicles. The Army's needs are for a power
plant for heavy vehicles, particularly
tanks, auxiliary generator sets, and a
variety of portable power plant appli-
cations.
These requirements mean the engine
must be rugged enough to operate under
field conditions, able to start at sub-
zero temperatures, and must operate in
a wide variety of adverse environmental
conditions.
When it is equipped with snorkel in
an Army tank for fording streams, the
7(.)5 is designed to run under 10 feet
of water with no damage to its metal
parts even though its combustion cham-
ber operates at 1750 degrees Fahren-
heit—above the melting points of such
common metals as aluminum, magnesi-
um, and zinc.
A number of unique features have
been incorporated into the Ford engine
design. Of significant interest to the
military is the fact that the engine is
\irtualh" two engines in one. As a fuel-
saving standby power plant, the unit is
capable of delivering up to 45 hp from
two accessory power take-offs with ef-
fectively only half of the engine run-
ning. By pushing a reset button on the
control panel, the supercharging section
of the engine is activated and the full
600 hp output of the engine is immedi-
ately available.
The turbocharged cycle consists of
two stages of compression, using centri-
fugal compressors with air-to-air inter-
cooling. From the high-pressure com-
pressor, the air is manifolded to the re-
cuperator, or heat exchanger matrix,
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ml then to the primary combustor
\here fuel is added to the air and com-
lustioM takes place. From the priniarx
ombustor, the hot gases pass through
he high-pressure compressor turbine and
lUo a secondar\-, or reheat combustor.
ihere fuel is again added before pass-
iig the gas through the power turbine
nd the low-pressure turbine which
Irives the first, or turbocharged, stage
f compression. From the low-pressure
urbine, the gas is diffused and slowed
lown in velocity before entering the re-
uperator where it then exhausts into
he atmosphere.
The engine consumes approximately
3 J pounds of air per second, which in
he process of compression through the
wo compressors is raised in pressure
o approximately 214 psi. The tempera-
ure of the gas in each of the two com-
ustors before passing through the tur-
lines is 1750 degrees F. The tempera-
ure of the gases exhausting from the
ecuperator of the engine to atmosphere
; approximately 660 degrees F.
The engine consists of five separate
ssemblies all of which can be easily dis-
ssembled from the main engine assem-
ily for servicing or replacement. The
iw-pressure or supercharging section
of the engine compri.ses a single-stage
centrifugal compres.sor which rotates at
.16.600 rpm and is driven by a two-stage
turbine. Discharge of the compressor is
into a dual outlet plenum chamber on
which are mounted the two intercooler
matrices. The intercooler fan, which
discharges into a plenum chamber
mounteil between the two intercooler
units, is driven by the low-pressure-
spool shaft through a spiral-bevel-gear
drive train.
The second a,s.sembly is the liigh-pres-
sure spool which receives air from the
intercooler connecting duct. The spool
comprises an overhung back-to-back cen-
trifugal compressor radial inflow tur-
bine, the centrifugal compressor dis-
charging from a single scroll outlet con-
nection to the recuperator matrix.
Rated speed of the compressor is 75,300
rpm. The assembly is bolted to the rear
main casing casting which is the back-
bone of the engine on which the primary
combustion chamber is mounted. The
primary combustor receives air from the
recuperator and discharges into the radi-
al inflow turbine driving the compressor,
which exhausts into a diftuser duct and
into the reheat burner.
The third assembh of the engine con-
sists of tlie power turbine and reduction
gear box. The power turbine rotates at
36,600 rpm, the speed being reduced by
a planetary reduction gear to 6000 rpm
at the output shaft. The power turbine
assembly is a plug-in unit to the rear
main casing casting, the power turbine
scroll mating with the reheat combust-
or at a.ssembly.
The fourth major assembly is the re-
cuperator, which is mounted to the low-
pressure-spool exhaust diffiuser casing on
the right-hand side of the engine. The
unit consists of two matrices which can
be indi\idually disassembled with distri-
bution headers connecting the high-pres-
sure compressor and th;- primary com-
bustor.
The fifth major assembly consists of
the accessory' gear box which is driven
by a spiral bevel gear and shafting ar-
rangement from the high-pressure co.n-
pressor shaft. The gear box is mounted
on the left side of the engine and has an
integral oil sump, the main engine lube
inuiips, and the fuel control and starter.
l'ro\ision is also made on this gear box
for two accessory pads witii a total rat-
ing of 45-horsepower output and a drive
for an oil cooler fan or water pumps.
HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
NTERCOOLER
AN
NTERCOOLER
POWER TURBINE
LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
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Assignment:putmore
pepperpoundinto
Ford-buiit engines
Result: New family of llglitwelglit powerplants , , , Including a new
V-8 that weighs 110 pounds less than the comparable V-8 It replaces
fn our search to provide good performance with lighter
powerplants, Ford Motor Company engineers and
foundrymen have pioneered new techniques that now
let us cast our engine blocks with such precision that
much lighter engines are made possible.
New materials used to mal<e cores and molds and new
casting methods enable us to make engine parts with
walls as thick as necessary—but no thicker. This
eliminates weight of extra material which must be used
to provide adequate strength with less precise casting
methods.
Reducing engine weight through precision casting
means more performance per pound—and since
lighter engines mean overall car weight can be
reduced, better fuel economy results.
Another assignment completed—another Ford First—
and one more example of how Ford Motor Company
continues to provide engineering leadership for the
American Road.
SotkI
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP
BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUII-T CARS
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BEGINNING
by Kenneth J . Breeding
If the following essay seems difficult or obscure, it is meant to
be, but it does hove a thought pattern. A brief explanation is
therefore supplied as on outline and guide to understanding.
The ideas presented have as their basic roots relatively com-
plex physical and philosophical concepts. Thus, any explanation
would, by necessity, be overshadowed by thought. With this in
mind, however, a hint as to the full meaning is given. Be sure to
read the essay before reading the key.
ESSAY
I've done my part and now I can rest. Time fleets
too rapidly to finish. I'm sorr)-, and yet someday some
brilliant mind may win. If only I knew that last little
factor, all would be well. War—disgusting, yet I could
have solved that problem if only time and knowledge
hadn't run out. To die is not so bad, but to not finish is
quite depressing. Unfortunately one can't obtain all
knowledge—how disappointing. Tomorrow I'll rise and
be done with it and \et never finish.
What's this? I see colors: black and white, orange and
blue, trees, sky—oh, well, only passing of time until this
is over. I see it. I see it! The solution. Xo, not I, we
—
we see it. If only I or we could tell before it happens.
I see clearly and now we know all—we see all and
nothing is a mystery any more. I note a long slender green
thing feeding itself—from light. And yet I know it. for
lie know everything. What is this? I don't know these
things and yet I do. Knowledge is all and symmetry is
everything and all is necessar\'.
And yet now the quanta are becoming less frequent
and lower in energy. Sol dies—slowly, oh so verv slowlv.
Below, the blue sphere turns brown, and brown shifts
low. Entropy cannot be reversed.
Ah, yes, and now it is gone and \'oid remains with
mind and lines of symmetr\-. Hut around there is nothing,
for I am not me but we. and all is necessary to change.
To change what? Ah. it's clear: when Sol is worshipped,
thermodynamics is little vmderstood.
Change to home takes work. This problem must Tip
solved. And yet we have all to do—to work. (]roup it,
shape it, twist it. Twist it? Hut why, and yet it is clear
why. Home is solid and their problems will be solved.
To work on is necessary; to think on is not, for thought
has knowledge and all knowledge is us—to work on. The
twist yields the hurdles to overcome. Thus a test to tpi'
again. The problem is simple, for we now understand
but must go on. For to solve the twist, all will be suc-
cessful, and home is here and \et there, and murder is
through—eventually. We'll repeat and do good rather
than e\il this time.
Now the levels are here, straight and symmetrical.
Symmetry means all for success and yet the twist of lines
defeats it. Problems to solve—successfully this time. Now
to adjust them a little more to obtain the proper word
patterns of us, us and symmetry—a little more and just
a bit. Ah, now we ha\e it, let us sav, "Let there be
light."
KEY
The sketch opens with a man lying
on his deathbed, thinking. His thoughts
concern an engineering and military and
social problem on which he had been
working, that of war and its elimina-
tion. On this, he h.id failed as a result
of lacking some small piece of informa-
tion. The last sentence of the first para-
graph shows that he knows he will
die soon and yet live on.
The second paragraph begins with
his death : note the change in colors anu
in objects. He doesn't realize this transi-
tion, however, for he thinks, "—oh,
well, only passing of time until this is
over." Then lie finds the solution to his
problem which, unfortunately, he can-
not communicate to earth. Now follows
a series of visions in which he caruiot
realize that his all-knowing mind still
e.xists. Yet it does, for he "knows" both
the blade of grass, slender and green,
and the process of photosynthesis. He
also recognizes that he is not any longer
just an entity but all things physically
and theologically ( note the reference to
I and We). The last sentence then
draws the analogy between knowledge
and .symmetry.
The third paragraph occurs many
trillions of years later. Our thinker ob-
serves that the stars are dying. This
conclusion is hinted at through the first
and second sentences. He realizes that
the Earth, "the blue sphere, " is dying
also. Finally all is gone in the deca\ing,
energ\-disorgamzing "tlow" of entropy.
After the death of the sun and the
earth and all of the gala.xies, he and
they, separately and combined, united,
try to find out how to start over again.
In the last sentence of the fourth para-
graph he discovers what is needed to
do this. (This sentence is well worth
thinking about.)
The remaining two paragraphs sim-
ply tell how he, or others, can go abo\it
this creation. There is much more in
those two paragraphs than is suggested
here. The curious reader may resoKc
further meanings himself.
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An Engineer's 'IDEAL' gal
Truth should always supersede modesty, and in the case of Miss Florence
(Flo) Gault it is a pleasure. Flo is perhaps the most "ideal" gal TECH has met
during its 75 years of publication . . . This, by definition, makes her an engineer's
daughter!
Flo was chosen Miss 1961-62 Champaign AmVet, Miss Illinois AmVet, and
a finalist in the Miss America AmVet Contest held in New York last summer.
Her radiating personality can be described best by quoting the AmVet's per-
sonality scoring cards. . . . Out of 50 possible points Flo scored 49!
She hails from Chicago, and during her 21 busy years she has been a
professional fashion model for Morris B. Sacks, Carson Perry Scott, Marshall
Fields, and the Chicago Tribune. Upon graduation in LAS next February she
expects to become a high school teccher.
On the U. of I. Campus Flo has been a finalist for lllio Beauty and semi-
finalist for Dolphin Queen as well as Sigma Kappa's Ideal Girl for Greek Ball
Queen. She is a former activity editor of the Daily lllini, and her many hobbies
include sewing, piano, swimming and water skiing.
TECH's Crystal Ball has indicated that Flo is particularly partial to General
Engineering instructors (or is it only one?) with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering
working on an Economics degree. . . . We strongly suggest all interested persons
in these areas investigate immediately—with due caution of course!!
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What does Olin do for a living?
Olin conceives new products at a
rate of no less than one a week. Some
appear under our own name. Others
bring fame to our customers.
Did you know that OUn pioneered
liquid chlorine and synthetic ammonia
in the U.S..'' Is a leader in agricultural
chemicals and synthetic detergent build-
ers.' Makes the hydrazine derivatives
used as missile fuels? Some of the work
of our CHEMICALS DIVISION
Common clay is now anything but
"common." In the lab, we recently devel-
oped an economical process to convert
clay into — of all things — alumina.
Stronger metals, new alloys, and metal
sources that would have made alchemists
scoff in disbelief, are now being pio-
neered byourMETALS DIVISION
Our organic intermediates — those
polysyllabic tongue twisters only chem-
ists can pronounce easily — are used in
A lot of things.
Some of them
might surprise
you. Read this.
the manufacture of many new "wonder"
plastics. We recently developed smoke-
less Ball Powder® with many immediate
uses, and many more astonishing poten-
tials. New and better explosives, deto-
nators and blasting caps are challenges
in Olin s ORGANICS DIVISION
Our research teams are probing for
new films to keep foods fresh longer.
We work with packaging materials from
cellophane to kraft paper, corrugated
boxes to lumber. The seemingly incon-
gruous quests for crisper potato chips,
lighter weight printing papers and more
effective cigarette filters are all part of
Olins PACKAGING DIVISION
In the very research center where
penicillin was first crystallized, scientists
now probe for a Bn; antagonist to arrest
cancer. On any given day, 150 of our
drugs or new dosages may be undergoing
clinical tests throughout the world.
From Olin s SQUIBB DIVISION
Olin even works on your leisure,
with sporting arms and ammunition. We
discovered a new way to make a shotgun
barrel by winding 500 miles of Fibcr-
glas" around a thin steel liner. It is
superior to all-steel barrels on many
counts. Ammunition research led to
development of powder-actuated tools
for faster, stronger fastenings in con-
struction. At our WINCHESTER-
WESTERN DIVISION
Olin products are sold in virtually
every free country in the world. Sales,
service and manufacturing for overseas
markets are the responsibilities of our
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, 460 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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Tomorrow Today . . .
0'
^
1964
WORLD'S
FAIR
Seen by Artist John C. Wenrich in
its permanent setting at Flushing
Meadov/s, this is Unisphere, sym-
bol of the 1964-1965 New York
World's Fair to be fabricated,
built and presented by United
States Steel Corporation. Towering
12 stories above its pedestal, the
Unisphere will feature land masses
fabricated of rigidjzed stainless
steel with a unique pattern, de-
signed to heighten the effect of
lights playing on it. The photo to
the right shows the Unisphere
under construction.
Atomic-Electric Generating Station
The dreams of nuclear power lighting a city
are coming true. An atomic-electric generating
station in Buchanan, New York, 35 miles from
the center of New York City can presently
furnish 275,000 of the six million kilowatts
needed to serve the city. The steam that drives
the turbine gets approximately two-thirds of
Its heat from the atomic reactor and one-third
from oil fired superheaters. The core of the
reactor uses thorium as fuel and will lost
approximately two years without refueling.
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Stainless Steel Satellite
The latest in satellites is the stainless steel
model shown here undergoing vibration tests
that simulate the strain of launching. The shell
is thinner than a match cover, non magnetic,
strong and nearly leakproof. For these reasons
stainless steel is taking its place in the space
age.
New Magnetic Shoes
This man is w/alking upside-down against the
full poll of gravity to demonstrate a new
permanent-magnet system developed at the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories. Perma-
nent magnets attached to the soles of his shoes
clamp his feet securely to a steel beam. But
unlike other permanent magnets they can, in
effect, be turned on and off. The man can free
his foot, take a step, then clomp it tight again.
The new magnets need no constant source of
electrical power as do conventional electro-
magnets, yet are just as easily controlled.
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NEWS & VIEWS
at the
U. of I.
High Turbo-Charging of Diesel
Engines
Recent research at the University of
Illinois shows that a new level of diesel
engine performance may be available in
the near future.
Four-stroke gasoline engines that de-
velop one or more brake horsepower per
cubic inch of piston displacement have
been produced for a number of years.
These include engines for racing cars,
larger aircraft engines of the reciprocat-
ing type, and, more recently, passenger
and sports car engines. According to an
investigation by Professor W. L. Hull
of the University of Illinois Depart-
ment of Mechanical and Industrial En-
gineering, it should be feasible to de-
velop at least one horsepower per cubic
inch of piston displacement in a produc-
tion four-stroke diesel engine.
A single-cylinder, open combustion
chamber diesel engine was equipped so
that boosting the intake air pressure by
means of an exhaust-dri\en turbosuper-
charger could be simidated. Compressed
air was used at the intake, and the ex-
haust back pressure was controlled in
proportion to that required to operate
the turbine. The intake air temperature
was regulated by using electric heaters.
The intake air was boosted in excess of
three atmospheres pressure and the effect
of using after cooling to 200° F intake
air temperature was simulated. These
conditions were sufficient to prodvice one
horsepower per cubic inch of piston dis-
placement at 2,600 revolutions per min-
ute speed. In addition to gi\ing very
high power output, high supercharging
also reduced the fuel consumption per
horsepower output by 24 per cent. This
was because of the reduced percentage
of friction and heat loss from the com-
bustion chamber.
By using aftercooling of the intake
air, excessive temperature due to com-
pression can be avoided. This cooling
can be accomplished by using either an
air-to-air or an air-to-water heat ex-
changer, the latter being arranged to us?
cooling water coming from the engine
radiator. By reducing this temperature,
the specific weight of the intake air is
increased further, so that more fuel can
be burned, thereby increasing the horse-
povv^er still further. This also saves on
the amount of work expended in super-
charging, accounting partly for an im-
provement in fuel consumption.
High turbosupercharging should al-
low engine buiders to produce more com-
pact engines of lighter weight and lower
cost per horsepower. The cost of opera-
tion of such engines should be extremely
low because of the improved fuel con-
sumption. In this test, brake mean effec-
tive pressures as high as 320 pounds per
square inch were measin'ed at 1,800
revolutions per minute, which gave max-
imum gas pressures in the engine cylin-
der of 2,800 pounds per square inch.
This required making some of the en-
gine parts considerably stronger to with-
stand the high stresses. The thermal
efficiency of the engine ran as high as
,iO per cent. A multicylinder engine of
the same bore and stroke should be even
better than this because nudticylinder
engines have a lower percentage of fric-
tion and heat loss than a single-cylinder
engine.
Professor Hull presented a technical
paper on this research, "High Output
Diesel Engines," at the annual meeting
of the Society of Automotive Engineers
in Detroit on January 16. Copies of this
paper are available from the SAE, 485
Lexington Avenue, New York City.
(Reprinted frniii Eiii/incrririr/ Outlook)
People and Places
Prof. R. C. Fuson, a distinguished
chemist who has been at the University
of Illinois since 1932, has been honored
hy a $10,000 gift from nearly 4(10
former students and associates to be
used as he may suggest for the benefit
of chemists and chemistry at the U. of I.
Dr. N. M. Newmark, Head of the
University of Illinois Department of
Civil Engineering, received the Theo-
dore van Karman Medal of the Ameri-
can Society of Ci\il Engineers in (Octo-
ber "in recognition of distinguished
achievement in engineering mechanics
and especially in structural dynamics."
Dr. R. B. Peck, Professor of Civil
Engineering at the Lniversit\' of Illi-
nois, was installed in October as a mem-
ber of the Board of Direction of the
American Society of Civil Engineers for
a term of three years. He is now direc-
tor for most of Illinois and part of east-
ern Iowa.
Charles H. Henry, graduate student
in Physics at the University of Illinois,
was awarded the Eastman Kodak Scien-
tific Award of $1,000 in October. This
prize is awarded "on the basis of out-
standing contributions and progress
either in graduate studies and research
or in teaching."
Even When Its Not Pure,
It Floats
Because the world's mineral resources
arc being used up so rapidly, today it is
necessary to look for and try to obtain
lower grade ores than would have been
considered acceptable in the past. If
mineral prices are to be kept reasonable,
new methods of mineral beneficiation
must be found or greater efficiency must
be introduced into old methods. One of
the widely used mineral processing meth-
ods in use today, flotation, is the subject
of extensive research in the University
of Illinois Mining, IVIetallurgi,', and Pe-
troleum Engineering Department by a
group under the direction of Professor
Xorman Street.
Flotation is a process by which miner-
als are floated to the top of a liquid sur-
face where they can be collected. The
addition of the proper kind and amount
of chemicals to the water for the mineral
being separated will make air bubbles
stick to mineral particles and float to
the sm'face, leaving the useless impuri-
ties behind. Toda>- many millions of tons
of ores are processed in this manner.
Althovigh it is well known that the
right chemical in the right quantity will
make a given mineral stick to the bub-
ble and rise to the surface, much re-
mains to be learned about the electrical
potential differences between the liquid
:iurface and the mineral surface. This is
one of the facets of flotation being
studied by Professor Street's group.
When a captive air bubble is brought up
to a mineral surface under a microscope,
it is possible to see that a thin film of
liquid persists for some time between the
bubble and the mineral. To increase the
efficiency of the flotation process, the
time interval before this film ruptures
must be made as short as possible. These
rupture times are a function of the sur-
face potential developed at the mineral-
solution interface, and Professor Street's
group is studying methods of changing
sm'face potentials in order to speed film
ruptures.
The group is also stu<l\ing the "con-
tact angle" between the liquid and the
mineral, i.e., the angle a drop of the
solution will adopt to the mineral sur-
face in air, which affects the ability of a
bubble to stick to the surface of the min-
eral. There appears to be a relationship
between surface potential and rupture
time. Although quite a lot of fimda-
mental work has already been done,
much remains to be learned about such
interfacial phenomena. These studies of
hydromechanics, electroviscosity, and
electrokinetics take on more and more
importance as our iron ore, petroleum
reserves, and other mineral resources be-
come harder to find, harder to obtain,
and harder to refine. ( Rcprinlcd from
Entjinccrinf/ O litlook )
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UNMANIFEST
PRIDE
The great liability of the engineet
compared to me of other professions is
that liis \vori<s are out in the open where
all can see them. His acts, step by step,
are in iiard substance. He cannot bury
his mistakes in the j;ra\e like the doctors.
He cannot arfiue them into thin air or
blame the judfje like the lawyers. He
cannot, like the architects, cover his fail-
ures with trees and vines. He cannot,
like politicians, screen his shortcomings
b\ blaming his opponents and hope that
the people will forget. The engineer
simply cannot deny that he did it. If his
works do not work, he is damned. That
is the phantasmagoria that haunts his
nights and dogs his days. He comes
from the job at the end of the day re-
solved to calculate it agaui. He wakes in
the nigiit in a cold sweat and puts some-
tiling on paper that looks silly in the
morning. All day he shivers at the
thought of the bugs which will inevi-
tably appear to jolt its smooth consum-
mation.
(^n tlie other h:ind, unlike the doctor
his is not a life among the weak. Unlike
the soldier, destruction is not his pur-
jiose. I nlike the lawyer, quarrels are
not his dail\- bread. To the engineer
falls the job of clothing the bare bones
of science with life, comfort, and hope.
Xo doubt as \ear go by people forget
which engineer did it, even if they ever
knew. Or some politician puts his name
on it. (^r they credit it to some pro-
moter who used other people's money
with which to finance it. But the engi-
neer himself looks back at the unending
stream of goodness which flows from his
successes with satisfactions that few pro-
fessions may know. And the verdict of
his fellow professionals is all the acco-
lade he wants.
—From Herbert Hoover, 'J'lu M dii-
fArs nf Herbert Hoover: Years nf Ad-
venture. Copyright 1931 b\ Herbert
Hoo\er, The .Macniillan Conipan\-.
BIG
DECISION
For Engineers
'Jo-Be...
SHALL IT BE
#9000 Castell Wood
Drawing Pencil or
#9800SG Locktite Tel-
A-Grade Holder and
^^
#9030 Castell Re- y
fill Drawing Leads
Perhaps you will
choose Castell wood
pencil, because you
like the feel of wood,
because you like to
shave the point to the
exact length and
shape you desire.
Or you may vote for
Locktite TelAGrade,
the lightweight bal-
anced holder with its
long tapered, noslip
serrated grip that
soothes tired fingers.
And its ideal team
mate, Castell Refill
leads, of the same
grading, undeviating
uniformity and bold
image density of
Castell wood pencil.
Whatever your choice,
you will be using
Castell tight textured
microletmilled lead
that gives you graphite
saturation that soaks
into every pore of
your drawing surface.
Your College Store car-
ries all three famous
A.W.FaberCastell
drawing products,
backed by over two
centuries of pencil-
making experience.
Start your career by
using the finest
working tools money
can buy.
A.W.FABER-
CASTELL
Pencil C ompan>'. Inc.
41-47 Dickcrson Street
Newark .1. N. J.
>« :, >
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BRAINBUSTERS
Orn7~Rf£
A man has a square s^imniiiiL: pool
with trt-es growing at each corner. He
wants to double the area of the pool,
hut still keep it square. How can he do
this without moving the trees? Of
course, he doesn't want the trees in the
pool.
3.
At the Green's family party, two
tables sat down to play bridge. Those
participating were Messrs, Cireen, Pink,
Black, and White, and tlieir respecti\e
wives.
White's partner was his daughter.
Pink was playing against his mother.
Black's partner was his sister. Mrs.
(jreen was playing against her mother.
Pink and his partner had the same
mother, (ireen's partner was his mother-
in-law.
No player's imcle or step-vmcle was
participating.
Who partnered whom, and how
were the tables made up?
4.
I bowled a game with 8 strikes. No
ball went into the gutter and I didn't
four, but my score was less than 100.
What happened in each frame?
What digits do the letters represent in
this cryptic addition problem?
T W OTHREESEVEN
TWELVE
It is obx'ious that the values for "()"
'N ' nia\' be interchanged.
The ends of a 30 foot rope are at-
tached to the facing sides of two build-
ings. The sag in the rope is 15 feet.
How far apart are tlie buildings?
22
7.
An important clue in a murder mys-
tery was the dead man's "perfect" watch,
which had stopped at the instant of the
murder. However, the investigation offi-
cer had carelessly turned the hands in
attempting to start the watch, and could
not remember what time was indicated.
He did recall that the hour and minute
hand had been together and that the
second hand had just passed the 49th
second. At what time was the murder
committed ?
(Sec ansufrs on page 24)
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When economic activity grows at the rate it has in our service area — it needs the
support of plenty of electric power. That's why we plan to add a 310 megawatt gen-
erating unit to our Oak Creek power plants by mid-1965. Addition of this seventh unit
will increase the total capacity of the Oak Creek plants to 1,360 megawatts.
Building ever larger and more efficient generating units is one way that our comi^any
helps electricity power progress. Research in atomic power is another. And our engineers
— assisted by computers — are "building" the power distribution systems of tomorrow.
Write us about engineering positions in all fields — plenty of opportunities to pioneer
in a key industry!
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY SYSTEM
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co.
APPLETON, WIS.
Wisconsin Natural Gas Co.
RACINE. WIS.
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TECHNOQUIPS
With due respect to old Charlie I])ar-
vvin, although man has learned through
evolution to walk in an upright posture,
his eyes still swing from limb to limb.
The two Madison Avenue types met
on the suburban train platform.
"Hi, Charley," greeted the one, "how
is yotu' wife?"
"Compared to what?" responded the
other dryly.
» -*- »
Then there's the one about the Texas
oilman who went to see his dentist and,
when asked which tooth was bothering
him, replied, "Oh just drill anywhere,
doc. I feel lucky today!"
iiJ *• *
A school inspector, to get an idea of
the standard of teaching, entered a class-
room while the lesson was in progress
and decided to ask the children some
questions.
Calling on one small boy he asked.
"Who broke down the walls of Jeri-
cho?" The boy answered. "Not me, sir."
The inspector turned to the teacher and
asked, "Is this the usual standard in this
class?" The teacher replied, "The boy
is usually quite honest, so I believe him."
Leaving the room in disgust the in-
spector sought out the headmaster and
explained what had transpired.
The headmaster said, "I've known
both the teacher and boy concerned for
several years and I'm sure that neither
of them would do a thing like that."
By this time the inspector was furi-
ous and reported the incident to the
director of education.
The director said, "I feel, you know,
we are making a mountain out of a
molehill in this case. I suggest we pay
the bill and write the sum ofT."
Angry wife: "One of the ducks you
were out shooting yesterday called and
left her number."
Freshman Engineer: "It says here
that if we study hard, don't drink,
smoke, or run around with girls we'll
live longer. Is that true?"
Professor: "We won't know for sure
\uitil somebody tries it."
-s- -t-
-*-
The Kennedy family slogan: "Any-
thing you can do my kin do better."
There are three wa\'s of coiuting
ruin—women, gambling and calling in
technicians.
Motto hanging on office wall of a re-
search department: "This problem, when
solved, will be simple."
s- * ^
The regular noontime poker session
of a group of Phoenix, Ariz., electronic
engineers is neath' labeled with a sign
reading: "Probability Seminar."
* * »
A man is incomplete until he's mar-
ried—then he's really finished.
S:- S *
"All-Purpose Political Speech for Any
Audience." Its opening paragraph:
"These are perilous times. We stand
at the crossroads of decision, the fron-
tier of destiny. Years ago this was not
as true as it pnned to be later on. To-
day there is an increase of 23 per cent
in the national index alone. Alental ill-
ness accounts for an appalling three per
cent. The rest goes for taxes."
* » »
The main advantage of being a nudist
is that after you've been in for a swim
you don't have to sit around in a wet
bathing suit.
The human brain is wonderful. It
starts working the moment you wake up
in the morning and doesn't stop until
vou are called on to recite in class.
», * »
Math Prof: \ow, if I subtract 25
from 37, what's the difference?
Fresh : Yeah ! That's what I sav. Who
The Soviet commissar was examin-
ing a young Czech boy to determine
whether he had been properly indoctrin-
ated. When asked who his father was
the boy replied "Joseph Stalin."
Beaming, the examiner then asked
who his mother was. "The Great Soviet
Union," came the prompt reply.
"Splendid," grinned the commissar,
"you'll make a fine Red Army soldier.
Now tell me," he continued, "what do •
you want to be when you grow up?"
"An orphan!" snapped the boy.
Social Worker: "Sir, would you be
interested in contributing something to
the old ladies home?"
"Yes, I'll send my mother-in-law
over tomorrow."
* * »
The bandage-covered patient who lay
in the hospital bed spoke dazedly to his
\isiting pal
:
"What happened?"
"You absorbed too many last night,
nnd then made a bet that you could fly
out the window and around the block."
"Wh\-," screamed the beat-up C.E.,
"tlidn't you stop me?"
"Stop you, hell, I had $25 on you."
The young wife approached a post
office window and said. "I wish to com-
plain about the service."
"What's the trouble, madam?'' the
clerk wanted to know.
"\l\ husband is in Atlanta on busi-
ness and the letter he sent me is post-
marked Miami Beach."
•* * *
Once upon a time, as the story goes,
the fence between Heaven and Hell
broke down. Satan appeared at his side
of the broken section and called out to
St. Peter: "Hey, St. Peter, since all the
engineers are o\er on your side, how
about sending a few to fix the fences?"
"Sorr\-," replied St. Peter, "my men
are too busy to fix fences."
"Well then," said Satan, I'll have
to sue you if you don't."
St. Peter: "Guess you win; you've all
the lawyers on your side."
"You can't beat the system," moaned
an U.I. student after looking at his
semester grades. "I took a course in
basket weaving for a snap elective and
then two navahos enrolled and raised
the curve so that I flunked."
BRAINBUSTER ANSWERS
Numbers 1, 2, and 6 are rather sim- 5.
pie. If you can't figure them out ask
vour roommate.
Number 3. We don't e\en know the
answer yet. Find out next month on the
Tecchnoquips page.
106
10722
S2524
102352
104
1Q722
82526
102352
Number 4. A score of 99 is possible
with strikes in all frames (including
11th and 12th) except the 3rd, 5th, 7th,
and 9th. The no-strike frames are char-
acterized by the horror of one down
plus a miss. Slight variations are poss-
ible ; for example the 2nd instead of
3rd frame might be substandard.
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Kodak beyond the snapshot...
Physical chemist. Currently working for the electronics industry. Salary by Kodak. Having a wonder-
ful time
Photography has penetrated everything, often unrecognized behind its disguises. With photography as
a means of fabrication, the electronics business builds complex logic circuits smaller than the period at
the end of this sentence. Technique depends on liquids hardened by light. Electronics engineers, know-
ing little about photopolymerization, turn to Kodak engineers. Kodak engineers turn to Kodak physical
chemists for the photopolymers. Ergo, we pay physical chemists to work for the electronics industry.
Typical instance of the delightfully unpredictable matchmaking that goes on in a thoroughly diver-
sified outfit.
Some people, who will always prefer the scientist's way of life to any other, nevertheless derive a large
bang from working often with engineers. Some people who class themselves engineers feel it can be a
dull life without personal contacts with the sources of new knowledge. Kodak is a good place for these
people to meet.
Maybe your interests and our interests matcht up somewhere. Write.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Business & Technical Personnel Department
ROCHESTER 4, N.Y. We are an equal-opportunity employer.
An interview with General Electric's W. Scott Hill
Manager—Engineering Recruiting
One of a series .
Q. Mr. Hill, I've heard that my first
five years in industry may be the most
critical of my career. Do you agree?
A. Definitely. It is during this stage
that you'll be sharpening your career
objectives, broadening your knowledge
and experience, finding your place in
professional practice and developing
work and study habits that you may
follow throughout your career. It's a
period fraught with challenge and op-
portunity—and possible pitfalls.
Recognizing the importance of this
period, the Engineers" Council for Pro-
fessional Development has published
an excellent kit of material for young
engineers. It is titled "Your First 5
Years." I would strongly recommend
you obtain a copy.*
Q. What con I do to make best use
of these important years?
A. First of all, be sure that the com-
pany you join provides ample opportun-
ity for professional development during
this critical phase of your career.
Then, develop a planned, organized
personal development program—tai-
lored to your own strengths, weaknesses
and aspirations—to make the most of
these opportunities. This, of course,
calls for a critical self appraisal, and
periodic reappraisals. You will find an
extremely useful guide for this pur-
pose in the "First 5 Years" kit I just
mentioned.
Q. How does General Electric en-
courage self development during this
period?
A. In many ways. Because we recog-
nize professional self-development as a
never-ending process, we encourage
technical employees to continue their
education not only during their early
years but throughout their careers.
We do this through a variety of pro-
grams and incentives. General Electric's
Tuition Refund Program, for example,
provides up to 100% reimbursement for
tuition and fees incurred for graduate
study. Another enables the selected
graduate with proper qualifications to
obtain a master's degree, tuition free,
while earning up to 75% of his full-
time salary. These programs are sup-
How to Make the Most
of Your First Five Years
MR. Hill has managerial responsibility for General Electric's college recruiting activities
for engineers, scientists, PhD's and technicians for the engineering function of the
Company. Long active in technicol personnel development within General Electric, he
also serves as vice president of the Engineers' Council for Professional Development,
boord member of the Engineering Manpower Commission, director of the Engineering
Societies Personnel Service and as an officer or member of a variety of technical societies.
plemented by a wide range of techni-
cal and nontechnical in-plant courses
conducted at the graduate level by
recognized Company experts.
Frequent personal appraisals and en-
courageinent for participation in pro-
fessional societies are still other ways
in which G.E. assists professional em-
ployees to develop their full potential.
Q. What about training programs?
Just how valuable are they to the
young engineer?
A. Quite valuable, generally. But there
are exceptions. Many seniors and grad-
uate students, for example, already have
clearly defined career goals and profes-
sional interests and demonstrated abili-
ties in a specific field. In such cases,
direct placement in a specific position
may be the better alternative.
Training programs, on the other
hand, provide the opportunity to gain
valuable on-the-job experience in sev-
eral fields while broadening your base
of knowledge through related course
study. This kind of training enables
you to bring your career objectives in-
to sharp focus and provides a solid
foundation for your development, wheth-
er your interests tend toward speciali-
zation or management. This is par-
ticularly true in a highly diversified
company like General Electric where
young technical graduates are exposed
to many facets of engineering and to
a variety of product areas.
Q. What types of training programs
does your company offer, Mr. Hill?
A. General Electric conducts a mnii-
ber of them. Those attracting the ma-
jority of technical graduates are the
Engineering and Science, Technical
Marketing and Manufacturing Train-
ing Programs. Each includes on-the-job
experience on full-time rotating assign-
ments sujiplemented by a formal study
curriculum.
Q. You mentioned professional so-
cieties. Do you feel there is any ad-
vantage in joining early in your career?
A. I do indeed. In fact, I would rec-
ommend you join a student chapter on
your campus now if you haven't already
done so.
Professional societies offer the young
engineer many opportunities to expand
his fund of knowledge through associa-
tion with leaders in his profession,
to gain recognition in his field, and to
make a real contribution to his profes-
sion. Because General Electric benefits
directly, the Company often helps de-
fray expenses incurred by professional
employees engaged in the activities of
these organizations.
Q. Is there anything I can do now to
better prepare myself for the transition
from college campus to industry?
A. There are many things, naturally,
most of which you are already doing
in the course of your education.
But there is one important area you
may be overlooking. I would suggest
you recognize now that your job
—
whatever it is—is going to be made
easier by the ability to communicate
. . . effectively. Learn to sell yourself
and your ideas. Our own experience at
General Electric—and industry-wide sur-
veys as well—indicates that the lack
of this ability can be one of the major
shortcomings of young technical grad-
uates.
*The kit '-Your First 5 Years," pub-
lished b\ the Engineers'' Council for
Professional Development, normally
sells for $2.00. While our limited sup-
ply lasts, however, you may obtain a
copy by simply writing General
Electric Company, Section 699-04,
Schenectady, Neiv York.
(An equal opportunity •mp/oyer.)
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